A Collaborative Discussion Between a Survivor & the Detective Who Helped Her on The Journey to Regain Power

Brie Sivy, Mathew Austin, & Kim Castor

Timeline

• October 2, 2016- early morning hours- Sexual Assault

• 2:45am- Ohio University Police Department called
Brie transported to ER for SANE exam

• 12:00pm- Det. Austin calls, schedules follow-up, evidence collection

• 2:00pm- Brie and parents meet with Det. Austin at OUPD
Meeting with Brie and her parents at OUPD

Timeline

- October 2, 2016 - early morning hours - Sexual Assault
- 2:45am - Ohio University Police Department called
  - Brie transported to ER for SANE exam
- 1:00pm - Det. Austin calls, schedules follow-up, evidence collection
- October 5 - Forensic Experiential Trauma Interview w/ Brie & Kim

FETI AUDIO CLIP 2

“Housekeeping Introduction” to the FETI interview
FETI AUDIO CLIP 3

Process explanation, future predictions

FETI AUDIO CLIP 4

Example of FETI technique- “hands”

FETI AUDIO CLIP 5

FETI wrap-up
Fight/Flight/Freeze
“Puzzle pieces”
Timeline continued

- October 6, 2016 - Evidence sent to state lab
- November 20, 2016 - Initial positive match on DNA (mixture?)
- February 13, 2017 - Case wrap up meeting with Brie & Kim
- April 4, 2017 - Case sent to Prosecutor’s Office for review/charges (rape/gross sexual imposition/tampering with evidence)
- December 18, 2017 - Guilty Plea accepted - Gross Sexual Imposition
  - 1 year prison, 15 years on registry
OUPD Badge Pinning Ceremony

September 25, 2018

2nd Start by Believing Program

Start by Believing
What Happens After Sexual Assault Is Reported
Monday October 8, 2018 6:30-8:30 pm—Nelson Commons

Start by Believing event shows process of a sexual assault investigation